We at Passy-Muir believe that communication is the essence of the human spirit; it is essential to individual rights and dignity. Tracheostomized children should be provided with the same opportunities as others to allow them to develop communication skills. Passy-Muir has created this activity book to provide parents and therapists with a fun way to help children voice and exhale orally when using a Passy-Muir® Valve. Many of the therapeutic activities referred to in this book may be performed under supervision with toys that are readily available at most stores. It is our sincerest hope that this book will provide many hours of rewarding activity and will be enjoyed by children and their families.
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Blow Bubbles with Toby!
Help BUD find his Skateboard
Help BUD ride his skateboard to visit Tia
Sing for the Dancing Dinos!
Help Davey visit his friend Tia Triceratops
Toot your horn!
Which Sammy Stegosaurus is not the same?
Help TOBY and his Balloon Go Up and Down

Help TOBY’s Balloon go up and down
by blowing air into the balloon to make it go up
and letting air out with a hissing sound to make it go down.
Make Noise
with horns and whistles!
Help the DINOSAURS find their twin...
Help Tia blow the clouds away from her picnic at the beach by blowing a cotton ball cloud out of the sky.
Launch the Rocketship!

See how high you can make the rocket go by blowing a cotton ball towards the planets.
Help Sammy Stegosaurus visit his friend Rex
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Sing with the Dinos!
Skateboard and Scooter FUN!
Find the TOBY Tracheasaurus™ that is not the same...
Talk with Friends!
Help Toby and Tia find their way home
Help Tia Triceratops find her friend Toby
Connect the dots...
Help TOBY find his PMV®
Help TOBY to the Finish Line
by making a motor sound
to help Toby drive faster
Help TOBY climb the mountain to see Tia
by making the sounds as you move your finger up the hill.
Start with a low sound and make it louder as you move Toby up the mountain.
Help Toby score a goal!

Help TOBY move the ball down the field and into the net by blowing a cotton ball towards the goal.
Help TOBY find his way home
by making the sounds on each step
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